
From: Stanford Science Fellows stanfordsciencefellows@stanford.edu
Subject: Deadline reminder: Stanford Science Fellows Accepting Applicants

Date: October 12, 2020 at 3:00 PM
To: Peter Fisher fisherp@mit.edu

Dear colleagues,

I am pleased to announce that the Stanford Science Fellows program is currently
accepting applications for its 2021-2024 cohort of postdoctoral fellows. I welcome
your help in encouraging promising candidates to apply and ask you to forward this
announcement widely. The deadline for application is Thursday, October 15,
2020.

The Stanford Science Fellows program seeks applications from outstanding
graduating doctoral students and early career postdoctoral scholars with a clear
intellectual drive to advance foundational research in the natural sciences and a
strong commitment to engage collaboratively with a diverse community of scholars.
Stanford Science Fellows are an interdisciplinary community of exceptional
postdoctoral scholars from around the globe whose work is driven by a sense of
wonder about the natural world.  

Stanford’s top-ranked science and engineering departments, as well as its many
interdisciplinary laboratories and research institutes, are situated in close proximity
to each other on campus, providing a wide range of opportunities for collaboration.
Stanford Science Fellows will have access to faculty and facilities within Stanford’s
Schools of Humanities and Sciences, Engineering, Medicine, and Earth as well as
at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. 

Selection:  Approximately eight to ten new fellows will be chosen by faculty from
departments and schools across the natural sciences at Stanford. An important
selection criterion is the commitment to enhancement of demographic and
intellectual diversity in the scientific community at Stanford.

Terms:  Stanford Science Fellow appointments will be for three-year terms.
Fellows will receive an annual stipend of $83,000 per year, benefits, $8,000 per
year in supplemental funds to support research and professional development, and
a $2,000 relocation allowance. The program also includes community-building
activities to foster professional development and leadership skills, as well as
workshops, seminars, and informal discussions with Stanford faculty and visitors.

Learn more about the program, meet the inaugural cohort, and access the
application requirements at https://stanfordsciencefellows.stanford.edu/. Interested

https://uitsendy.stanford.edu/prod/l/763kGdI4blHA2892Qphum35Ixg/87638xyVBaJTeaQAZINNY892sg/763EfS9tjURTEuVCirxvdzDg
https://uitsendy.stanford.edu/prod/l/763kGdI4blHA2892Qphum35Ixg/87638xyVBaJTeaQAZINNY892sg/763EfS9tjURTEuVCirxvdzDg


application requirements at https://stanfordsciencefellows.stanford.edu/. Interested
applicants must apply through Academic Jobs Online by October 15, 2020.

Sincerely,

Peter Michelson
Senior Associate Dean for the Natural Sciences
Luke Blossom Professor in the School of Humanities and Sciences
Professor of Physics

 

Stanford is an equal employment opportunity and affirmative action employer. All qualified
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, protected veteran status, or any
other characteristic protected by law. 
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